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Abridgment

M. SAYERS AND T.D. GILLESPIE

Road meter systems that measure vehicle response to pavement roughness
have limited accuracy, but more importantly, cdnnot be cal¡brated val¡dly
for use on all types of roads without access to a General Motors Reseàrch
Labûratory-type prof¡lometer, Even with good pract¡ce on the part of the
users that el¡m¡nates the obvious effects of varied tire pressure. cargo weight,
faulty components, and the like, I¡m¡tations inherent to the road meter sys-
tem rema¡n. These l¡m¡tat¡ons are due to the unique dynam¡c propert¡es of
each vehicle, the nonlinearities ¡nherent to the veh¡cles and road meter ¡n-
struments, and nonuniform¡ties of the tire and wheel assembl¡es. This paper
explores various ¡mprovements to road meters that w¡ll reduce fhe required
calibration effort. The ma¡Ðr source of nonl¡near¡t¡es in the vehicle-road
meter systems are due to the road meter ¡nstruments and can be el¡minated
by the use of an equivalent electron¡c meter based on a linear transducer.
With linear meters, it becomes poss¡ble to measure and correct for vehicle
mot¡ons câused by tire and wheel nonuniformit¡es, Th¡s can be done in the
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laboratory on a smooth drum roller or by special processing of on.road
measurements keyed to wheel rotat¡on as detected by an inductive pickup.
However, even then. reference road-type surfaces are still required for
cal¡brât¡on to scale the veh¡cle dynamic response. Only by the add¡t¡on of
ac@lerometers ¡s ¡t poss¡ble tü compensate for vehicle dynamic response
by simpler means of cal¡bration. With th¡s level of instrumentation, the
road prof¡le can be roughly determ¡ned and the road meter system has be-
come a crude profilometer.

Road meter systems have become increasingly popular
for quantifying pavement serviceability due to their
re.Iatively low cost and sirnple operation. These
systens consist of a conventional autonobile or
special trailer, together with a road meter lsuch as

Overview of Road Meter Operation in
Measuring Pavement Roughness, with

ImprovementsSuggested
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Figure 1. Typ¡cal installat¡on of road meter in vehicle.
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Figure 2. Relation between the road meter measurement and the axle-body
movement of vehicle.
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a Mays meter or portland Cement Associatj.on (pCA)-
Wisconsin meterl that measures motion of a solid
axle relative to the vehicle body. Figure I shows
the essential layout of a typical road meter system.
Traversing a road, these motions detected by the
road meter constitute the response of the vehicle to
road roughnessi thus, road meter systems are often
called by the more technícal name of response-type
road-roughness-neasuring systems. Ideally, the road
meter instrument accumul-ãtes the movement of the
axle relative to the body, as shown in Figure 2.
The tÕtal accumulated movement, normalized by the
length of the pavement (or more properly, by the
time duration of the measurement), is then used as
the roughness numeríc.

This approach to measurement of road roughness ís
prone to many sources of variability, such that
frequent calibration is needed to maintain accept-
able accuracy. Due to shortcomings in the available
calibration methods, the National Cooperatíve High-
way Research Program (NCHRP) has sponsored a re-
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search project (1) to exa¡nine t,he problens in the
calibration and use of road meter systems. The
findings of that research indicate that vaLid caLi-
bration methods fÕr existing systems are necessarily
and unavoidably tirne consuming. This paper draws on
these findings as a start in addressing the ques-
tion: Can road-meter-type systems be improved to
provide better accuracy and require less calibration
effort? The atternate approach for ¡neasuring road
roughness is with a General MoÈors Research Labora-
tory (CUn¡-¡"n. profiloneter, which offers greater
precision and flexibilíty, together with much ¡nore
modest calibration require¡nents. But the high
initial cost of the profilometer puts it beyond the
reach of nost highway agencies. In this paper, the
GMR profilometer represents a standard of perfor-
mance that the suggested improvements in road meter
design seek to reach.

PROBLEMS IN CÀLIBRATING ROAD METER SYSTEMS

Any calibration method for road meter systens must
neet the simple criterion that two systens, properly
but separately calibrated, be able to produce nearly
identical roughness measurements for any section of
road. If this is the case, the cal-ibration is valid.

The first problem in calibrating road meter
systems has been the lack of a well-defined rough-
ness numeric that could be used as a reference for
the calibrated roughness scale. The present ser-
viceability rating (pSR), devetoped by the American
AssociatÍon of State Highway Officials (AASHO) (2),
requires a panel of judges ho subjectively rate fhe
pavement section. pSR is thus an imprecise and
inconvenient calibration reference. As a part of
NCHRP project 1-l-8 (1), a reference roughness sta-
tistic was developed for the purpose of calibrating
road rneÈer systems. By its exact nature, it re-
quires a profilometer to determine its value for
existing road sections. But, even r,rith the capa-
bility of assigning objective reference roughness
va.l-ues to surfaces, calibration of road meter sys-
tems is conplicated by four categories of charac-
teristics inherent in passenger cars, trailers, and
road meters. These characteristics, outlined be1ow,
cannot be eIi¡ninated from existing systems by even
the nost diligent efforts in terms of maintenance
and proper use of the equipment and so must be dealt
with by the calibration process.

Vehicles That Have Unique Dynamic properties

The overall dynarnic properties of a vehicle are
determined by the weight, compliance, and damping
properties of its individual components. The prop-
erties díffer from vehicle to vehicle and over the
l-ife of a vehicfe. The properties of one vehicle
can aLso change wÍth environmentaf conditions; for
example, damping provided by shock absorbers nearly
always increases at colder temperatures. Since
every vehicle has unique response properties, no thro
vehicles can be used to measure exactly the same
qual-ity of roughness. Tailoring of the dynamic
properties of vehicles to match the reference is
beyond the scope of available technology. vehicle
sensitívity to unique features in a roughness spec-
trun can be reduced by installing very stiff shock
absorbers, and this practíce is reco¡nmended as means
for improvement (1).

But, overall-, one must recognize that differences
exist among vehicles and adjust roughness measure-
ments obtained from a particular road meter system
with empirical regression equations obtained in a
calibration. Because pavements each have a unique
roughness spectrum, a road meter system can overre-
spond to one road section (relative to a reference
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F¡gure 3, Effect of hysteresis in road metet on the measured roughnes
statistic.
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Figure 4. Effects of t¡re and wheel nonuniformity on the actual road meter
measufement.
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vehicle) and underrespond to another. This produces
a random error and, to prevent bias in the regres-
sion equation, a nutnber of pavements nust be used to
provide the data base for the regression.

Vehicles Are Not Linear

Vehicles contain many components that have friction
or free play between them and are danped mainly by
shock absorbers that are tuned by the manufacturer
to provide a good ride over all operating conditions
by giving them complicated nonlinear properties.
Thus, if the roughness spectra of two surfaces
differ by a factor of two, the corresponding vehicle
motions will generally change by a different fac-
tor. Another characteristic of nonl-inear systems is
that the response at one frequency is dependent on
the excitation at other frequencies. Thus, calibra-

3l-

tion must involve broad-spectrum roughness typical
of real roads. Al-so, the best regression equation
may not be a straight line that passes through zero,
so the calíbration must include at least tvro differ_
ent levels of road roughness.

Road Meters Are Not Linear

Although road neters are intended to transduce and
accumulate axle-body rnotÍon, as shown in Figure 2,
they do so by employing a number of discrete
svritches that are only capable of detecting position
within a certain interval. As a result, they quan-
tÍze Èhe ax.J-e-body position and create random error
and compromise meter repeatability when the road is
so smooth that the size of the axle-body motion is
close to the quantization interval.

A more serious problen with modern road meters is
that there are gaps between the switches, so that
when the axle-body position moves from one switch to
another, the response is not immediate. If the
¡notion should reverse Ín this 9ap, a count is lost.
This effect (called hysteresis) results in a rough-
ness neasurement that is lower than the true value.
UntiÌ this time, hysteresis has not been recognized
as irnportant to performance and hence is variable
among and within modeLs of commercial road meters.
Figure 3 demonstrates the effects of hysteresis by
comparison of measurements taken simultaneously with
two road meters install-ed in a single passenger
car. Note that regression equations between the
true roughness values (obtained with a Linear trans-
ducer) and the measured values do not pass through
zero and that the loss due to hysteresis is faír1y
constant for aII roughness levels. In addition to
this constant effect, random error also increases
with the hysteresis in the road neter. fn practice,
the hysteresis nonlinearity in many commercial
meters is so ì-arge that the vehicle nonlinearities
are trivial by comparison.

Tires and Wheels Are Not Round

A road meter system not only responds to pavement
roughness but aLso to other disturbances, most
notably those caused by nonuniformities in the
rotating tire and wheel assembLies. whether the
nonuniformity is caused by inbalance, runout (dinen-
sional out-of-roundness), variation in radial stiff-
ness, or all three, it is manifest as a periodic
forcing at the rotation frequency of the wheel-
(approximatèIy 10 Hz at 50 ¡nph). Although the
forcing does change with speed, at one particular
speed it always has the same amplitude. Hence, its
effect on the roughness neasurement is nore notice_
abl-e on smooth roads. Figure 4 shor,¡s this effect
for different l-evels of wheel runout amplitude.
Tire and wheel nonuniformities can be reduced, but aperfectl-y unifor¡n âssenbly is inpossible to obtain
and roughness measurements on smooth roads wiII
always be biased, as shown ín the figure.

In practice, the ríghtand left-hand wheels will
always have slightly different circunferences; as aresul-t, the phasing between them will slow1y change.
When the nonuniformities from èach side are inphase, the axle receives maxímum excitation. And
when they are completely out of phase, they cancel
and provoke a rninimum response. The distance needed
for the phasing to cycl_è from in-phase to out-of-
phase to in-phase again can be more than a mile.
Accordingly, ¡neasurements on snooth roads may bê
subject to a slowJ-y changing error that is consis-
tent only over long distances. Measurements for
sections shorter than one mile should be obtained by
averaging the results of several runs together to
reduce the random error from this source.
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Figure 5. Examples of road meter cal¡brations.
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Cal-ibration of Existing Road Meter Systems

Thj.s outline of the quirks and complicated behavior
of existing road meter systems shoulcl make clear
that a valid cal-ibratíon is no snall bask. Each of
the four categories discussed above must be ad-
dressed by the calibration process if on-road mea-
surenents fro¡n different systems are to be converted
to a comnon roughness scaIe. I\'ro aPproaches are
possible and are il-l,ustrated in Figure 5.

First, regression equations can be calculated by
running the road meter system over a nu¡nber of
roads, together with a Gl"lR-type profilometer
equipped to provide the reference roughness mea-
sures. Vehicle dynamics, nonlinearities, and tire
and wheel nonuniforrnities will all- be included and
taken into account by the regression relationship
that acts as the calibration curve (see Figure 5a).
Since tire and wheel nonunifornities provoke a
speed-dependent response, different regressions
should be made for each neasurement speed used in
normal practice. And since vehicl-e properties
change with time, temperature, and other variables,
cal-ibrations must be conducted frequently. Due to
the uniqueness of any one road section, 10 or more
sections should be included for each regression to
avoid biasing the calibration. This method has been
demonstrated to be effective; however, it is time-
consuming and requires access to a profilometer,
which is both rare and expensive.

A second approach, which eliminãtes the need for
a profilometer, is to perform the calibration with
surfaces that have known roughness properties. This
can be done with hydraulic shakers, by responding to
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tape-recordeil reference profile signals, or by
fabricating arÈificial surfaces that have roughness
properties typical of real roads. (However, a
surface that has a roughness spectrum unusual for
real roads cannot provide a cafibration that is
valid for on-road measurenents. ) Artificial sur-
faces were designed as part of the NCHRP project
I-18 t.o be traversed at l-5 mph and to provide exei-
tation typical of rough, bituminous roads that are
traversed at 50 mph. The roughness value associated
with the surface is defined by its profil-ei hence,
the precision of the calibration ís limited by the
precision of the surface profile. By reducing the
calibration speed, the task of minimizing background
roughness fro¡n the underÌying surface and fro¡n
fabrication imprecision is reduced. The surfaces
were designed to be average to the extent that they
had no peculiaríties that were significant enough to
bias the calibration.

The main problem with a reduced-speed type of
surface or a hydraulic shaker is that forcing due to
the tire and wheel nonuniformities is not replicated
because the wheels are not rotating at the proper
rate. As Figure 5b illustrates, the resulting
calibration is reasonably accurate for moderate and
rough pavenents (assuming tíre and wheel nonunifor-
nities are small due to good maintenance practice),
but not for smooth pavêments. If the magnitude of
the tire and wheel nonuniformities were known, the
calibration curve could be modified analytically, as
shown in Figures 4 and 5b; hoi{ever, it is impossible
to establish this magnitude with existing meters.

POSSIBLE IMPROVEMENTS IN ROAD METER DESIGN

After a review of the operation and calibration of
road meter systems as they now exist, hardware
changes that could improve accuracy or ease the task
of calibration can now be considered. Table 1
J-ists, for a number of instrumentation types, the
mini¡num calibration that would be required to cor-
rect for each of the four categories of road neter
and vehicle performance characteristics Lhat act
together to require such a lengthy calibration
process.

Note that, for the basic Mays meteror PCA meter-
based systen, the tire and wheel- nonuniformity
problem puts the tightest constraints on possible
calibration methods, as only a regressJ.on with a
profilometer is valid. But, if the user of such a
system is not interested in rating smooth pavements,
the effects of tire and wheel nonuniformities are
not as important, and then the major constraints are
inposed by the nonlinearitíes in the system.

Linear Transducer

civen that the main nonlinearities in a road meter
system are contributed by the meter, Èhe obvíous
first step in hardware improvement is their elimina-
tion. The most sirnple device that would acconplish
this is based on a vel-ocity transducer mounted
exactly 1íke a road meter transducer between the
axle and body of the vehicle, as shown in Figure 6.
The output voltage, after it has been rectified and
integrated eÌectronically, is proportional to the
accumulated axle-body alisplacement that exÍsting
road meters try to measure. This type of road ¡neter
eIi¡ninates hysteresis and quantization effects on
roughness measurements, requires fewer parts than
exÍsting meters, and, if mass produced, could be
¡nuch less expensive. Building such a ¡neter from
scratch today costs about $200 in parts, including
power suppl-y, transducer, electronics, and display.

Perhaps a more significant advantage of a linear
transducer over a conventional road meter is that
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Table 1. Minimum calibration efforts required to correct for performance va¡iables.
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Pe¡formance Variables

Type of
Instrumentation

Individual Vehicle
Vehicle Dynamics Nonlinearities

Meter
Nonlinearities

Tire and Wheel
Nonuniformities

Mays meter, PCA metera

Linear transducer
Linear transducer, inductive rotation pickup

Two accelerometers
Two accelerometers, inductive rotation pickup

Accelerometer, noncontacting probe

Artificial surfaceb Two artificial surfacesb

Artificial surfaceb Two artificial surfacesb
A¡tificial surfaceb Two artificial surfacesb

One special surfacec One special surfacec
One special surfacec One special surfacec

None None

Regression equations from real
¡oads and profilometer

Smooth drum rollers
Single road test, spectrum

analyzel ú computet
Smooth drum rollers
Single road test, spectrum

aralyzer or computer
None

Two artificial surfacesb

None
None ,

None
None

None

a Ex ¡sting.
bsurface must repticate roughness spectrum of average road. It cannot have any peculiarities, typical of individual sectio¡s of road, that would bias the calibration.csurfâce can have any profile, as long as it is knoM.

Figure 6. Linear road meter system, TLECTRON I CS

AND OUTPUT

TRANSDUCER

tire and wheel- nonuniformitÍes can be quantified and
used to adjust a cal-ibration curve found with two
reference surfaces. All that is needed is the
apparent roughness due onl"y to the i{heels on a
perfectly smooth road, as indicated in Figure 7.
The most direct method is to place the rear wheels
of the vehicle on a smooth drurn roller, run the
vehicle at speed, and observe the measured rough-
ness, as shown in Figure 8. (Thís approach will not
work with existing road meters because they witl not
respond to smal-l- ampÌitude, high-frequency vibra-
tions unl,ess they are simultaneously subjected to
larger anplitude vibrations caused by pâve¡nent
roughness. )

A second method for deternining the role of tire
and wheel- nonuniformities involves mounting an
inductive sensor on a wheel to produce an el,ectric
pulse with each revoLution. This set-up is iÌIus-
trated in fígure 9. The record of pulses, together
with the Linear transducer signal, can be used to
quantify the effect of the tire and wheel nonunifor-
mities, even if the vehicle speed and the tire
phasing change slowly throughout the test. The two
records are used to compute the coherence function
between the axle-body motion and the average rota-
tion rate of the wheel_s. The coherence function
tel-Is hoi,i much of the output is correlated with the
wheel rotation and allows the operator to place a
precise number on the apparent roughness provoked by
the tire and wheel- nonunifornity. Note that the
inductive sensor and spectrum analyzer are only
required for calibration and not for full-time use.
Hence, an agency that has a fleet of road metej:
systems could obtain a singl_e sensor-spectrum ana-

Figure 7. Calibration of
linear road meter system.

SMOOTH

MEASUREMENT

Figure 8. Use of smooth drum roller and linear transducer measured to
establish the roughness induced by t¡re and wheel nonuniformities.

lyzer package that would be circul-ated among the
differenÈ vehicles.

Conceptually, this approach of discerning the
apparent roughness induced by tire and whèel nonuni-
for¡nities is superior to the drurn roller approach,
due to the nonlinearity of the vehicle suspension.
The amount of amplífication in the vehicle can be

REFEREN CE

SURFACES

E LECTRON I CS
AND OUTPUT
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Figure 9. Use of rotat¡on sensor, l¡near traruducer, and spectrum analyzer to
determine the measured roughness ¡nduced by t¡re and wheel nonuniformities
while traversing normal pavement.

ROTATI ON

SENSOR

Figure 10. Example of crude profilometer w¡th quarter-car simulation, based
on two l¡near transducers.

ELECTRONICS AND
DISPLAY

different on a drum roller than on the road.

Tvo AccêÌêr Èers

Even at this point the unigue vehicle dynamic prop-
erties are still present to influence the neasure-
ment obtained, which ¡nandates calibration on known
road-type surfaces. These effêcts can be eliminated
by the addition of an accelerometer vrith the linear
transducer, or alternately, sinply two acceler-
ometers, as shown in Figure 10.

The vertical acceleration of the body, immedi-
ately above the rear ax1e, can be written as

a + (l/M.) (suspension force) + (1/M,) (other forces) = Q (t)

where 2s is the acceleration and Ms is the
sprung mass, The suspensíon force consists of a1l
forces fron springs, sway bars, shock absorbers, and
friction. Virtually a11 of the nonlinearities are
contained in the suspension force, and in addition,
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¡nost of the time-varying cornponents that canno! be
¡naintained (mainly damping characteristics) are also
included. The other forces term includes effects
due to the front-ax1e excitation and to wind. The
vertical acceleration of the rear axl-e, neglecting
tire and wheel nonuniformities, is

z" - (1/M") (suspension force) + (Kr/Mu) Qu - z) = g

where

zu = vertical- axle position,
z = average (of the two wheel locations) pavement

el-evation,
äu = axle acceleration,
Iqu = unsprung mass, and
Kt = tire spring rate (sum of both wheels).

If we neglect the other forces tern, Equation I can
be solved for the suspension force term and conbined
with Equation 2 to yield

z = zu + (Mu/K1) (;;) + (M./Kr) (i;) (3)

Since zu can be found by doubly integrating åu,
Equation 3 shows that tr,ro accel-erometer signals
(2s and äu) and two coefficients (MulKT and
M=./KT) can ideally renove all vehicte dynamics
and leave the profíIe. The profile would then be
input to the reference quarter-car simulation with
well-known response properties (that will noÈ change
with time) to obtain the conventional roughness
measurement. Note that this scheme aLso eliminates
the nonlinearities in the suspension so that the
final- measurement is 1Ínearly related to roughness.

The basic Linitations on the accuracy of the
profilometer are inposed by (a) the presence of
other forces in Equation 1, (b) the accuracy r,¡ith
whích the tlro coefficients Mu/Kt and Ms/Kf
can be determined, and (c) the time stabílity of the
two coefficÍents. Since this type of system has not
been built and tested, the importance of these three
factors can only be estinated. Tests on a roaal
sirnulator with four hydraulic shakêrs, together v¿ith
computer studies, have indicated that the oÈher
forces are indeed small (1).

Determination of the tv¡o coefficients is, in
fact, the calibration of this system. The two
coefficients can be found by running the vehicle
over any known profile (which need not have the
roughness spectrum of a typical road) at several
speeds. Sinusoidal bumps or eccentric drun ro1lers,
run at two speeds, would provide the most straight-
forward determínation of the coefficient values, but
there are no theoretical problems with using rnore
convenient shapes, such as a plywood sheet laíd on a
smooth surface.

variations in the coefficients with tine can be
minimized by maintaining a steady l-oad condition
(M"), which requires that the level of gasoline be
kept within fairly close limits and a constant hot
air pressure be maintained in the tires (KT). If
necessary, a separate empirical- curve could be used
to relate the Ms,/K1 coefficient with gasoline
leve1 and cargo weight. KT might change as the
tires wear and age; 5f so, the coefficients would
have to be reestabl-ished periodicaLly.

S ince the response properties that vary with
temperature, hunidity, and so on are elirninated
(along with the individual clynamic properties),
calibration of this system, of the sane kind needed
with the others, is not needed. As Figure 11 shows,
the relation beth'een the corrected and uncorrected
neasurements is due solely to tire and wheel- nonuni-
formities. As before, their effect can be compen-

a)
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Figure 1 1. Calibration of crude prof¡lometer,

Figure 12. Noncontast¡ng prof¡lometer with quarteÌ-ca¡ simulation.
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AC CELEROMETER

RE CE I VER
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sated by using a drum roll-er set-up or
pick-up ¡nethod.

Accelerometer and Noncontacting probe

The fínal l-evel of sophist.ication
achieved consists of an acceleroneter
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a noncontacting probe that operates as sholrn in
Figure 12. This system should be recognized as a
Gù4R-type profiloneter, although the actual instru-
mentation package would more resemble today's road
meters. Note that the trimnings available on most
profilometers are l-acking. The system simply mea-
sures the body-to-ground distance with the probe,
along with the body acceleration. After the accel-
eration is integrated twice, the two signals are
added, which yielcls the profile, which is then input
to a quarter-car simulation that provides the well-
defined reference roughness statistic. No computers
or tape recorders are needed. The cal-ibration task
is límited to the following:

l. Calibration of the probe¡
2. Calibration of the acceleroneter, and
3. Occasional checking of the el-ectronic proces-

sor .

As Table J. shows, all of the problens with existing
road meter systems are eliminated.

SIJMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The 1ow cost and simplicity that nake road meter
systems so popular are offset by limited accuracy
and the need for a difficult calibration, as demon-
strated in the NCHRP l--I8 project (I). !{eans for
overcoming these linitations by the addition of more
cornplex and sophisticated instrumentation have been
explored in this paper. At the level- of instrumen-
tation needed to aIlow calibration on something
other than a known, random road surface, the systen
has actualJ-y beco¡ne a simple profiloneter. Thus,
the developrnent of improved road meter systens wiII
lead to the development of sitnplified, low-cost road
prof ilometer systerns.
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the inches per m¡le statist¡c that is commonly calculated, the ARV is shown to
be valid for comparing pavements that are measured (and usedl at d¡fferent
speeds. At the same t¡me, the ARV concept provides a logical basis on which
to establish calibration for roadmeter systems, ln the absence of a universal
calibration, the measuÌements obtained from different systems cannot be com-
pared except in the special case where empir¡cal correlat¡ons have been estab-
lished. Accordingly, an absolute roughness scale is specified based on a refer-
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Better Method for Measuring Pavement

Roughness with Road Meters
M. SAYERS AND T,D. GILLESPIE

Recent research on methods for calibrating road roughness measur¡ng sys.
tems has shed new light on improving the use of tñe currently popular Mays
ând Portland Cement Associat¡on (PCA) roadmeters. The measurement pro.
vided by these meters (accrued displacement between the rear axle and vehicle
body) is discussed and shown to relate best to pavement serviceability when
normal¡zed by the t¡me durat¡on of the test, lhus yielding a simple statistic
called the average rectified velocity (ARV) of the axle-body morion, Unl¡ke
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